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A History of the Supreme Court Sep 29 2022 A comprehensive history of the United States Supreme Court from its illesteemed beginning in 1790 to one of the most important and controversial branches of the Federal government.
Injustices Dec 29 2019 Now with a new epilogue-- an unprecedented and unwavering history of the Supreme Court
showing how its decisions have consistently favored the moneyed and powerful. Few American institutions have inflicted
greater suffering on ordinary people than the Supreme Court of the United States. Since its inception, the justices of the
Supreme Court have shaped a nation where children toiled in coal mines, where Americans could be forced into camps
because of their race, and where a woman could be sterilized against her will by state law. The Court was the midwife of
Jim Crow, the right hand of union busters, and the dead hand of the Confederacy. Nor is the modern Court a vast
improvement, with its incursions on voting rights and its willingness to place elections for sale. In this powerful indictment
of a venerated institution, Ian Millhiser tells the history of the Supreme Court through the eyes of the everyday people who
have suffered the most from it. America ratified three constitutional amendments to provide equal rights to freed slaves,
but the justices spent thirty years largely dismantling these amendments. Then they spent the next forty years rewriting
them into a shield for the wealthy and the powerful. In the Warren era and the few years following it, progressive justices
restored the Constitution's promises of equality, free speech, and fair justice for the accused. But, Millhiser contends, that
was an historic accident. Indeed, if it weren't for several unpredictable events, Brown v. Board of Education could have
gone the other way. In Injustices, Millhiser argues that the Supreme Court has seized power for itself that rightfully belongs
to the people's elected representatives, and has bent the arc of American history away from justice.
Landmark Supreme Court Cases Oct 26 2019 Discusses important Supreme Court cases that influenced American law,
offering information on the key issues, background, decisions, and significance of the case.
The Supreme Court Aug 29 2022 The chief justice of the United States Supreme Court describes the history, evolution,
operations, and decision-making procedures of the Court, and examines the relationship of the Court to Congress and the
President.
The Case Against the Supreme Court Feb 20 2022 Both historically and in the present, the Supreme Court has largely been
a failure In this devastating book, Erwin Chemerinsky—“one of the shining lights of legal academia” (The New York
Times)—shows how, case by case, for over two centuries, the hallowed Court has been far more likely to uphold
government abuses of power than to stop them. Drawing on a wealth of rulings, some famous, others little known, he
reviews the Supreme Court’s historic failures in key areas, including the refusal to protect minorities, the upholding of
gender discrimination, and the neglect of the Constitution in times of crisis, from World War I through 9/11. No one is better

suited to make this case than Chemerinsky. He has studied, taught, and practiced constitutional law for thirty years and
has argued before the Supreme Court. With passion and eloquence, Chemerinsky advocates reforms that could make the
system work better, and he challenges us to think more critically about the nature of the Court and the fallible men and
women who sit on it.
John Marshall and the Heroic Age of the Supreme Court Apr 12 2021 John Marshall (1755--1835) was arguably the
most important judicial figure in American history. As the fourth chief justice of the United States Supreme Court, serving
from 1801 to1835, he helped move the Court from the fringes of power to the epicenter of constitutional government. His
great opinions in cases like Marbury v. Madison and McCulloch v. Maryland are still part of the working discourse of
constitutional law in America. Drawing on a new and definitive edition of Marshall's papers, R. Kent Newmyer combines
engaging narrative with new historiographical insights in a fresh interpretation of John Marshall's life in the law. More than
the summation of Marshall's legal and institutional accomplishments, Newmyer's impressive study captures the nuanced
texture of the justice's reasoning, the complexity of his mature jurisprudence, and the affinities and tensions between his
system of law and the transformative age in which he lived. It substantiates Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.'s view of Marshall as
the most representative figure in American law.
The Supreme Court Jan 22 2022 The Supreme Court grew out of an historic opportunity to interview all of the living
Supreme Court justices for a C-SPAN feature documentary about the Court, the only time that the nine sitting members and
their retired colleagues have granted interviews to a single television network. Eleven of those interviews—the entire
current court, including the newest member, Justice Elena Kagan—are gathered here in this singular collection. In their
conversations with the justices, Brian Lamb and Susan Swain bring readers into a fascinating world to which few have had
access. Chief Justice John Roberts talks about the role of the Court in society, his role as chief justice, and the process of
deciding cases. Justice Stephen Breyer takes us on a private tour of his chambers and describes the differences between
the Court and the Congress. And new Justices Sonia Sotomayor and Elena Kagan reflect on their first impressions of the job.
Through these encounters, the justices’ personalities, intellects, and devotion to the Court emerge. Enriching this material
are Mark Farkas’s interviews with journalists, court historians, and other experts on the Court. Reporters Joan Biskupic and
Lyle Denniston discuss the Supreme Court in action and the impact of a new member of the Court. Clerk of the Supreme
Court William Suter illuminates the traditions of the Court. Historian James O’Hara discusses the Supreme Court building
and its history. Former Solicitor General Drew Days III and attorney Maureen Mahoney describe the experience of facing
the justices in fast-paced oral arguments. The Supreme Court offers readers a rare window into the nation’s highest court
through the eyes of those who serve there. It is absorbing reading for anyone interested in this vital and powerful
institution.
The Role Of The Supreme Court In American Politics Apr 24 2022 Concern for the appropriate role of the Supreme
Court as a policy maker has been one of the most enduring questions of American politics. Richard Pacelle traces the
historical ebb and flow of the Court's role in the critical issues of American politics: slavery, free speech, religion, abortion,
and affirmative action.
The Role of the Supreme Court in American Government and Politics: 1835-1864 Nov 27 2019
The Supreme Court and the Development of Law Jul 16 2021 This book illuminates the decision-making processes of the
US Supreme court through an examination of several prisoners' rights cases. In 1964, the Supreme Court declined to hear
prisoners’ claims about religious freedom. In 2014, the Supreme Court heard a case that led to the justices’ unanimous
endorsement of a Muslim prisoner’s religious right to grow a beard despite objections from prison officials. In the fifty-year
span between those two events, the Supreme Court developed the law concerning rights for imprisoned offenders. As
demonstrated in this book, the factors that shape Supreme Court decision making are well-illustrated by prisoners’ rights
cases. This area of law illuminates competing approaches to constitutional interpretation, behind-the-scenes interactions
among the justices, and the manipulation of legal precedents. External actors also affect the Supreme Court and its
decisions when the president appoints new justices and Congress targets the judiciary with legislative enactments.
Because of the controversial nature of prisoners’ rights issues, these cases serve to illuminate the full array of influences
over Supreme Court decision making.
The Supreme Court in Transition Nov 19 2021 This review of the Supreme Court's October 2020 Term looks back at the
major cases addressed by the Court and provides a valuable focus on the implications of these decisions. Written by Erwin
Chemerinsky, Dean of the University of California at Berkeley School of Law, the book takes a neutral tone, neither praising
nor criticizing the decisions, and organizes the case essays by topic.
Supreme Inequality Mar 24 2022 “With Supreme Inequality, Adam Cohen has built, brick by brick, an airtight case against
the Supreme Court of the last half-century...Cohen’s book is a closing statement in the case against an institution tasked
with protecting the vulnerable, which has emboldened the rich and powerful instead.” —Dahlia Lithwick, senior editor, Slate
A revelatory examination of the conservative direction of the Supreme Court over the last fifty years. In Supreme
Inequality, bestselling author Adam Cohen surveys the most significant Supreme Court rulings since the Nixon era and
exposes how, contrary to what Americans like to believe, the Supreme Court does little to protect the rights of the poor and
disadvantaged; in fact, it has not been on their side for fifty years. Cohen proves beyond doubt that the modern Court has
been one of the leading forces behind the nation’s soaring level of economic inequality, and that an institution revered as a
source of fairness has been systematically making America less fair. A triumph of American legal, political, and social
history, Supreme Inequality holds to account the highest court in the land and shows how much damage it has done to
America’s ideals of equality, democracy, and justice for all.

Shortlisted Oct 31 2022 Best Book of 2020, National Law Journal The inspiring and previously untold history of the
women considered—but not selected—for the US Supreme Court In 1981, Sandra Day O’Connor became the first female
justice on the United States Supreme Court after centuries of male appointments, a watershed moment in the long struggle
for gender equality. Yet few know about the remarkable women considered in the decades before her triumph. Shortlisted
tells the overlooked stories of nine extraordinary women—a cohort large enough to seat the entire Supreme Court—who
appeared on presidential lists dating back to the 1930s. Florence Allen, the first female judge on the highest court in Ohio,
was named repeatedly in those early years. Eight more followed, including Amalya Kearse, a federal appellate judge who
was the first African American woman viewed as a potential Supreme Court nominee. Award-winning scholars Renee Knake
Jefferson and Hannah Brenner Johnson cleverly weave together long-forgotten materials from presidential libraries and
private archives to reveal the professional and personal lives of these accomplished women. In addition to filling a notable
historical gap, the book exposes the tragedy of the shortlist. Listing and bypassing qualified female candidates creates a
false appearance of diversity that preserves the status quo, a fate all too familiar for women, especially minorities.
Shortlisted offers a roadmap to combat enduring bias and discrimination. It is a must-read for those seeking positions of
power as well as for the powerful who select them in the legal profession and beyond.
The Supreme Court in United States History Sep 17 2021 The Supreme Court in United States History is a three-volume
history of the U.S. Supreme Court, detailing its establishment, the major cases reviewed and decided by the Court, the
historical events surrounding cases and decisions, and the effects that Supreme Court decisions had on the public. Author
Charles Warren often references newspaper and magazine articles and letters in an attempt to capture the spirit of the
times. Written with one eye on the Court and one eye on people, The Supreme Court in United States History was "an
attempt to revivify the important cases decided by the Court and to picture the Court itself from year to year in its
contemporary setting." Volume I describes Supreme Court History from 1789 to 1821, including the establishment of the
first courts and the circuit, state sovereignty and neutrality, The Mandamus Case, impeachment and treason, Pennsylvania
and Georgia against the Court, The Bank of the United States, and various Chief Justices throughout this time period.
CHARLES WARREN (1868-1954) was an American legal historian and lawyer. Warren graduated from Harvard University
and Harvard Law School, and received his Doctorate from Columbia University. In 1894, he founded the Immigration
Restriction League with fellow Harvard graduates Prescott Hall and Robert DeCourcy Ward. He authored several legal
history books, including A History of the American Bar, The Supreme Court in United States History, and The Making of the
Constitution, and won the Pulitzer Prize for History in 1923. Warren was the Assistant Attorney General from 1914 to 1918
during Woodrow Wilson's Presidency and drafted the Espionage Act of 1917.
The Statutory Jurisdiction and Practice of the Supreme Court of the United States May 02 2020
Supreme Disorder Mar 31 2020 "A must-read for anyone interested in the Supreme Court."—MIKE LEE, Republican senator
from Utah Politics have always intruded on Supreme Court appointments. But although the Framers would recognize the
way justices are nominated and confirmed today, something is different. Why have appointments to the high court become
one of the most explosive features of our system of government? As Ilya Shapiro makes clear in Supreme Disorder, this
problem is part of a larger phenomenon. As government has grown, its laws reaching even further into our lives, the courts
that interpret those laws have become enormously powerful. If we fight over each new appointment as though everything
were at stake, it’s because it is. When decades of constitutional corruption have left us subject to an all-powerful tribunal,
passions are sure to flare on the infrequent occasions when the political system has an opportunity to shape it. And so we
find the process of judicial appointments verging on dysfunction. Shapiro weighs the many proposals for reform, from the
modest (term limits) to the radical (court-packing), but shows that there can be no quick fix for a judicial system suffering a
crisis of legitimacy. And in the end, the only measure of the Court’s legitimacy that matters is the extent to which it
maintains, or rebalances, our constitutional order.
The U.S. Supreme Court Dec 21 2021 « For thirty years, Linda Greenhouse, the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The U.S.
Supreme Court: A Very Short Introduction, chronicled the activities of the justices as the Supreme Court correspondent for
the New York Times. In this concise volume, she draws on her deep knowledge of the court's history as well as of its written
and unwritten rules to show the reader how the Supreme Court really works. »-Memoir of Roger Brooke Taney, LL. D., Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States Aug 05 2020
The Supreme Court; Twelfth Edition Feb 08 2021 This book examines all major aspects of the highest court in the
nation, from the selection of justices and agenda creation to the decision-making process and the Court's impact on
government and U.S. society. Delving deeply into personalities and procedures, author Lawrence Baum provides a
balanced explanation of the Court's actions and the behaviour of its justices as he reveals its complexity, reach, and
influence. This new edition gives particular attention to current developments such as the impact of political polarization on
the Court, the justices' increasingly public roles, and recent rulings on same-sex marriage and health care.
Pacific Coast Law Journal Feb 29 2020
Supreme Myths May 14 2021 This book explores some of the most glaring misunderstandings about the U.S. Supreme
Court—and makes a strong case for why our Supreme Court Justices should not be entrusted with decisions that affect
every American citizen.
The Lives and Times of the Chief Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States Oct 07 2020
Good Behaviour Mar 12 2021 The controversy surrounding the presidential election in 2000 raised many issues
regarding the behavior of some of the United States Supreme Court Justices. The Court's decision in the case of Bush v.
Gore effectively stopped a recount of votes in Florida. Many critics felt this decision was politically motivated. If so, what

did this say about the ability of the members of the Court to remain non-partisan? And, can justices be removed from office
even though it is assumed that they are appointed for life? Samuel A. Francis, an Albuquerque, New Mexico attorney
examines all these issues and takes a hard look at what "good Behaviour" (original spelling) in Article III of the United
States Constitution might mean for the justices in light of events of December 2000. In this concise book, the author also
gives a brief history of the Supreme Court, a detailed appraisal of the case of Bush v. Gore, and includes the full text to the
United States Constitution. * * * SAMUEL A. FRANCIS received his Bachelor's degree in political science from the University
of New Mexico in 1963. He then earned his Juris Doctor degree from the University of New Mexico Law School in 1966. This
is his first published work.
The Statutory Jurisdiction and Practice of the Supreme Court of the United States, Together with Forms of Process and
Rules Established for the Supreme Court, the Court of Claims, the Courts of Equity, the Courts of Admiralty, and the Courts
in Bankruptcy Sep 05 2020
The Supreme Court, 11th Ed. + Judges on Judging, 4th Ed. Package Sep 25 2019
A Year in the Life of the Supreme Court Aug 24 2019 Despite its importance to the life of the nation and all its citizens, the
Supreme Court remains a mystery to most Americans, its workings widely felt but rarely seen firsthand. In this book,
journalists who cover the Court—acting as the eyes and ears of not just the American people, but the Constitution
itself—give us a rare close look into its proceedings, the people behind them, and the complex, often fascinating ways in
which justice is ultimately served. Their narratives form an intimate account of a year in the life of the Supreme Court. The
cases heard by the Surpreme Court are, first and foremost, disputes involving real people with actual stories. The accidents
and twists of circumstance that have brought these people to the last resort of litigation can make for compelling drama.
The contributors to this volume bring these dramatic stories to life, using them as a backdrop for the larger issues of law
and social policy that constitute the Court’s business: abortion, separation of church and state, freedom of speech, the
right of privacy, crime, violence, discrimination, and the death penalty. In the course of these narratives, the authors
describe the personalities and jurisprudential leanings of the various Justices, explaining how the interplay of these
characters and theories about the Constitution interact to influence the Court’s decisions. Highly readable and richly
informative, this book offers an unusually clear and comprehensive portrait of one of the most influential institutions in
modern American life.
The Oxford Companion to the Supreme Court of the United States Oct 19 2021 Hundreds of brief entries cover landmark
decisions, important themes and concepts, and controversial issues, and includes profiles of each justice
Official Reports of the Supreme Court Jul 24 2019
The Oxford Companion to the Supreme Court of the United States Jun 26 2022 The second edition of this
authoritative guide on the impact of the Supreme Court's decisions on American society includes updated entries on key
cases over the past thirteen years, as well as a fully revised treatment of areas of constitutional law.
Supreme Conflict Aug 17 2021 Discusses recent ideological shifts within the Supreme Court, profiles controversial judges,
and analyzes the changing role of judicial power in American government.
Dissent and the Supreme Court Jul 28 2022 “Highly illuminating ... for anyone interested in the Constitution, the Supreme
Court, and the American democracy, lawyer and layperson alike." —The Los Angeles Review of Books In his major work,
acclaimed historian and judicial authority Melvin Urofsky examines the great dissents throughout the Court’s long history.
Constitutional dialogue is one of the ways in which we as a people reinvent and reinvigorate our democratic society. The
Supreme Court has interpreted the meaning of the Constitution, acknowledged that the Court’s majority opinions have not
always been right, and initiated a critical discourse about what a particular decision should mean before fashioning
subsequent decisions—largely through the power of dissent. Urofsky shows how the practice grew slowly but steadily,
beginning with the infamous and now overturned case of Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857) during which Chief Justice Roger
Taney’s opinion upheld slavery and ending with the present age of incivility, in which reasoned dialogue seems less and
less possible. Dissent on the court and off, Urofsky argues in this major work, has been a crucial ingredient in keeping the
Constitution alive and must continue to be so.
Supreme But Not Infallible Jun 22 2019 Volume to commemorate fifty years of Supreme Court of India; comprises
articles on the working of the court.
The Will of the People Dec 09 2020 In recent years, the justices of the Supreme Court have ruled definitively on such
issues as abortion, school prayer, and military tribunals in the war on terror. They decided one of American history’s most
contested presidential elections. Yet for all their power, the justices never face election, and hold their offices for life. This
combination of influence and apparent unaccountability has led many to complain that there is something
illegitimate—even undemocratic—about judicial authority. In The Will of the People, Barry Friedman challenges that claim
by showing that the Court has always been subject to a higher power: the American public. Judicial positions have been
abolished, the justices’ jurisdiction has been stripped, the Court has been packed, and unpopular decisions have been
defied. For at least the past sixty years, the justices have made sure that their decisions do not stray too far from public
opinion. Friedman’s pathbreaking account of the relationship between popular opinion and the Supreme Court—from the
Declaration of Independence to the end of the Rehnquist Court in 2005—details how the American people came to accept
their most controversial institution and, in so doing, shaped the meaning of the Constitution.
Justice Joseph Story and the Rise of the Supreme Court Jun 14 2021
Eulogium in commemoration of ... W. Tilghman, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania ... delivered ... October
11, 1827 Jun 02 2020

Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Transformation of the Supreme Court Jan 28 2020 Franklin D. Roosevelt appointed
10 justices to the U.S. Supreme Court - more than any president except Washington - and during his presidency from 1933
to 1945, the Court gained more visibility, underwent greater change, and made more landmark decisions than it had in its
previous 150 years of existence. This collection examines FDR's influence on the Supreme Court and the Court's growing
influence on American life.
Courtiers of the Marble Palace Nov 07 2020 Courtiers of the Marble Palace explores how law clerks are hired and
utilized by United States Supreme Court justices.
Proceedings of the Bar and Officers of the Supreme Court of the United States, October 25, 1965,
Proceedings Before the Supreme Court of the United States, October 25, 1965, in Memory of Felix
Frankfurter Jan 10 2021
Memoir of Roger Brooke Taney, LL.D. Jul 04 2020
Supreme Court May 26 2022
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